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STORY 
 
The story is of a pallid young man—played, actually by a much applauded pop star of the movie’s time—
whose family background lodges him in the world of train engineers, the life of train dispatching, railroad 
time keeping, and signals. The famiiy history is by no means distinguished, and least of all by the life 
course of Milos’ dad, who has retired decades early from his own railroad signalman job, has spent a 
good twenty years lying around the house, and whose only real source of pride is to have wangled an 
early pension. For all this  downdrag In family background, however, Milos is widely felt to be lucky  to get 
a job working for the local stationmaster. He has few prospects, and his mother, still proud of her railroad 
stage heritage, is proud as a peacock to see her son dressed in his station assistant cap, replete with an 
official képi-cap, which makes his face look even more narrow, pale, and unsure than it had before. 
  
Unfolding.   In the station world Milos rapidly enough learns the basic assignments—how to send signals 
and to dispatch on time, how to raise and lower the gantry, to let trains pass. Much of this he picks up 
from the Head Despatcher, Hubicka, who knows all the ropes of the station, and contrives to dump as 
much work as   he can on Milos—while he, Hubicka,  hunts for girls to make out with. Milos, meanwhile, 
has women very much on his mind. He is a virgin, and deeply underconfident about the rules of the 
games of sex, and his ‘torturer’ appears in the form of a very cute girl, a conductress named Masa, who 
makes very aggressive overtures toward Milos. 
  
Assignation.    Unfortunately the assignation she sets up, at her uncle’s house, fails, because Milos 
cannot ‘get it up,’ ejaculates prematurely, and in his humiliated aftermath tries (unsuccessfully) to kill 
himself by slitting his wrists. Informed by a psychiatrist—played by the director himself—Milos is informed 
that premature ejaculation, his problem, is a common one, and that he should let  himself get instructed 
by an older woman. Not much later, as the plot has thickened, Hubicka manages to set Milos up with an 
attractive ‘older woman’ who seems to do the trick and to leave Milos happy and calm for the first time.  
  
Climax.   The world at large is meanwhile closing in around the characters fate has assembled, around 
the small crossroads railroad station, in southern Bohemia, where our drama is transpiring. We are aware 
of the heavy Nazi propaganda being distributed throughout the area, for Inspector Zednicek, the Nazi 
head honcho in the area, is forever speechifying to the local employees about the marvelous successes 
of the invading Reich. We are also aware of the partisan activity which is devoted to disrupting the 
German transport efforts—and in which, as it turns out, Hubicka is an active participant. (He will be the 
path Milos soon takes, into the center of the action.) An arrival at the station, by a sexy and mysterious 
German lady calling herself Viktoria Freie, furthers the development of all these issues under discussion. 
She, thanks to Hubicka, proves to be the female who can open Milos’ sexuality—and his joy; but in 
addition she brings with her an explosive device with which the concerned railroad partisans can blow up 
the next day’s noon ammunition train.  
  
Irony.    Hubicka is the local designated to carry out the explosive act. However, at the time when he is to 
blow up the train that is nearing, he is elsewhere committed, in disciplinary court, answering charges that 
he has stamped the station’s official seal on his girlfriend’s rear. (He did it, and she enjoyed it) Because of 
this legal appearance, Hubicka cannot carry out his sabotage mission, which instead falls to Milos, who 
carries out this assignment without any special personal involvement with the partisan cause. Milos falls 
to his death by a fate as arbitrary as his initial inheritance of the assistant station master’ s position. 
  
  
 



THEMES 
  
Chance.  It is by pure chance that Milos has to represent the partisan cause, in the attempted explosion 
of a German ammunition train. Thus it is also pure chance that he was killed just at the point in his life 
when he has discovered what ‘being a man’ is.  
  
Anxiety.   Milos is ultimately anxious about many things, and in this film it all begins with insecurity about 
what to do with his life. His central anxiety soon becomes manhood, and the question whether he is 
‘really a man.’ Until he has settled this anxiety, thanks to Viktoria Freire, he must remain a child. 
  
Propaganda.   There is a drumbeat of Nazi propaganda in the background of the film. Inspector 
Zednicek, the representative of the Reich, is forever looking for an opportunity to extol the Reich’s many 
military successes. 
                                                     , 
Violence.  At the end of this film, in the course of which we feel involved chiefly with a  young man’s 
coming of age, with all its intimate anxieties, we realize how dark and violent are the implications of the 
whole setting in which Milos finds himself.  
  
CHARACTERS 
  
Milos  Milos is a pretty confused and feckless teen  
when he is hired on as  an assistant to the station master in his home town. He is only remotely aware 
even of the Nazi invasion of his country. By the end of the film he has become a still naïve victim of that 
invasion. 
  
Hubicka.  Hubicka, Milos’ superior at the station house, prefers to leave the work to Milos, when possible, 
and to chase girls instead. He is, however, a good natured colleague. 
  
Masa   Masa is the sassy conductress who makes initial overtures to Milos, and pushes him to try to 
make love with her. Her aggression, plus his anxiety, makes it impossible for him  to perform.  
  
Inspector Zednicek   isthe comically reassuring representative of the Third Reich, for the region of 
Bohemia where Milos lives. In spite of continual German losses on the battlefield, the Inspector assures 
us that these military moves are part of a highly successful overall plan.  
  
CHARACTER ANALYSIS 
 
MILOS 
 
Character      The main character, Milos,  in a newt, who has a great deal to learn about himself and 
others, and unfortunately, in the end, dies before he has made much progress. He has learned how to 
make love, which makes a great deal of difference to his self-esteem. But the irony of his life story is that 
he is just beginning to discover his life as he loses it.   
  
Parallels.  Various examples of the Bildungsroman occur to us, as we track the familiar aspects of Milos: 
there is the young man afraid of war, in Stephen Crane’s The Red Badge of Courage; the young visionary 
in quest of truth in Hermann Hesse’s Siddartha;  Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer; there 
is the placeholding, question-answering young man Theaetetus, in Plato’s dialogue of the same name. 
Perhaps the supreme example is Odysseus, in Homer’s Odyssey, the hero’s son who sets out in search 
for him and ultimately gathers  the great courage necessary to attack the suitors. 
  
Illustrative moments 
  
Dressing.  When Milos’ mom fits him out in his new work suit, Milos gradually takes a slight liking to his 
appearance. He begins to smile, as his mom presents him to himself in a full length mirror. 
  



Reacting.  Milos is virtually accosted by Masa, who wants him to play at love with her, and in spite of 
himself he retracts, unable to reach out to her. So strong is his reaction that it leads him to attempt suicide 
  
Discovering.  Viktoria Freire, the German beauty, knows just how to turn Milos on, and under her 
ministrations he discovers how to make love. 
  
Sacrificing.   Is Milos a patriotic hero or a tragic victim of fate? In either case, his sacrifice is real and 
effectual. In either case, the end provides a kind of justification for the effort he made, to discover his true 
manhood.  
  
Discussion question  
  
What are the special powers of film to capture the essence of an historical moment? How does film differ 
from another art form, as a medium for capturing such a moment as the one presented in Closely 
Watched Trains? What has film to add to fiction?  
  
Is it necessary for a film character to be a strong personality, in order to be a meaningful character, or can 
a pallid character, like Milos, find himself jacked up, by the course of events, to become a figure of 
considerable meaning and importance? Do you feel moved by the destiny of Milos? Can the little guy be 
of world historical importance? Examples from history? 
  
 


